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This work describes an interactive decoding method to improve the performance of visual speech recogni-
tion systems using user input to compensate for the inherent ambiguity of the task. Unlike most phoneme-
to-word decoding pipelines, which produce phonemes and feed these through a finite state transducer,
our method instead expands words in lockstep, facilitating the insertion of interaction points at each word
position. Interaction points enable us to solicit input during decoding, allowing users to interactively di-
rect the decoding process. We simulate the behavior of user input using an oracle to give an automated
evaluation, and show promise for the use of this method for text input.
Introduction
Visual speech recognition (VSR) is the task of predicting text from the movement of a user’s mouth solely
relying on visual information. VSR has numerous applications ranging from silent speech interfaces to
medical applications for people with speech impairments, which is a key motivating factor behind this
work. Silent speech interfaces enable speech recognition in noisy environments, or in places where one
does not wish to speak audibly e.g. public transport and open offices. Reliable silent speech interfaces
also have enormous potential in helping the lives of hundreds of thousands of patients worldwide. For
example, in the U.S. alone, 103,925 tracheostomies were performed in 2014 [1], a procedure that can
result in a difficulty or inability to speak (dysphonia or aphonia). Patients find their loss of voice highly
frustrating and because of the difficulty of the task have to rely on professional lipreader services. Since
the vocal tract cannot be visually observed as in audio speech recognition, the mapping from phonemes
to words is inherently ambiguous. Consequently, the predictive performance as measured by word error
rate (WER) is far higher.
Interactively decoding a sequence of words from a word-level model can facilitate inputting correct
text despite high uncertainty. Although it is trivial to implement using beam search in word-level models,
Shillingford et al. [2] has shown that phoneme-level connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [3]
models are more suitable for encoding uncertainties for lipreading compared to non-phoneme CTC
approaches. Interactive decoding in this scenario is not straightforward, as words correspond to a
variable number of phonemes, and CTC marginalizes the alignment of the label sequence to the input,
complicating the relationship between time in phoneme-level beam search and the number of resulting
words.
In this paper, we introduce a novel search procedure for decoding words from a phoneme model,
synchronized at the word level to permit the insertion of interaction points. The interaction points pause
the decoding procedure, at which one of the shortlisted word candidates is to be selected. This regular
narrowing of the search space improves decoding quality. Finally, we measure the performance of our
method on a state-of-the-art system called Vision-to-Phoneme (V2P) and evaluate on a real-world dataset.
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Related work
There is a large body of literature on automated lipreading which is extensively outlined in the survey
papers of Zhou et al. [4] and Fernandez-Lopez and Sukno [5]. Earlier work, including those using deep
learning, has primarily focused on word classification [e.g. 6, 7, 8]. More recent work increasingly tends
to frame lipreading as a sequence prediction task, as in automated speech recognition [e.g. 9, 10].
While much investigation has focused on grapheme-based models [11, 12, 13, 14], we follow the
phoneme-based approach of Shillingford et al. [2], which separates the lipreading problem into a
phoneme recognition module, trained via CTC loss, and a decoding module using a (weighted) finite
state transducer (FST). The phoneme recognition module consists of a series of video preprocessing steps
that results in a series of frames containing the mouth region, which is input to a series of spatiotemporal
convolutional layers and a recurrent neural network. The CTC loss models the probability of a label
sequence by marginalizing over alignments of the label sequence to the output of a model. Subsequently,
the decoder maps the output phoneme sequences to weighted word sequences via a lexicon and language
model. Because lipreading is inherently ambiguous due to the vocal tract being visually unobservable,
Shillingford et al. [2] argue that by partitioning the problem, one can allow the recognition module to
model pronunciation uncertainty and the decoder module can separately find likely word sequences
consistent with the phoneme distribution. This yields an easier learning problem than having a single
model modelling both sources of uncertainty, like in end-to-end grapheme-based models.
In terms of interacting with a model to make predictions, the field of interactive machine translation
solves similar problems [15], but usually with a focus on generating a prediction then modifying it and
using active learning to learn from these corrections. Closer to our work, Harwath et al. [16] describe a
method for choosing word alternates using 𝑛-best lists. Such an approach is intended for displaying a
single decoded sequence of words, where each word is associated with a list of alternatives to which they
can be changed. In our case, however, we want the user to select a word at every position in sequence
due to the high ambiguity in lipreading. Thus, to avoid wasted computation for unused word candidates,
we only decode up to each word position, and only continue once a word is selected.
Method
In this section, we describe how to perform a word-level search using an underlying phoneme-level CTC
model. Recall that our goal is to add an interaction point after every word, at which a single word from a
list of candidates is to be selected. At a high level, we expand phoneme sequences recursively until every
sequence of phonemes corresponds to a full word. At this point, we produce an interaction point. Then,
we repeat this procedure, producing one word at a time. See Figure 1.
There are several challenges to realizing such an algorithm. First, there are exponentially many
sequences of phonemes to which we can expand; we solve this by periodically pruning the set of search
states. Second, the underlying phoneme model uses CTC, so there is not a single alignment of a phoneme
sequence to the model output. For this, we borrow ideas from CTC beam search that provide a rough
approximation of marginalization [17]. Finally, and crucially, different words have different numbers of
phonemes, and furthermore these phonemes can be output anywhere in the recognition model. Thus, to
achieve word synchrony, unlike a standard CTC beam search, we allow different search states to stop at
different timesteps of the model’s CTC probabilities.
Another important ingredient to the approach here is the (weighted) FST representing a relation
of phoneme strings and word strings. FSTs are non-deterministic finite-state automata that input and
output a symbol (possibly epsilon) at each arc. Each arc and accepting (final) state is associated with a
weight, together determining a path’s weight. We construct a decoder FST 𝐿 ◦𝐺 , where lexicon 𝐿 maps
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Figure 1 | Search is expanded at the CTC timestep level until producing enough phonemes ( ) such that
the decoder FST completely outputs a word. Child search states are formed by expanding by phonemes,
and for each phoneme potential branching in the FST. Some transitions lead to a dead end or get pruned
due to a low score (×). Upon outputting a word, a search state is frozen ( ) until all other search states
are also frozen—due to freezing, search states may be in different CTC timesteps. Once all are frozen,
an interaction point prompts for the selection of a word (X), and search states containing other words
in this position are pruned. Then repeat to select the next word.
from each alternate pronunciation of a word to the word itself, and 𝐺 is a language model. See Mohri
et al. [18] for an overview of FSTs.
The search state keeps track of the phoneme sequence, the time index into the CTC per-frame label
probabilities 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 , the FST state, the words output so far, and the cumulative FST path weight. We also
keep track of quantities required for correctly computing CTC probabilities.
Algorithm 1 Interactive decoding for VSR. This procedure expands phoneme sequences recursively (with
pruning), feeding these through the FST, until every sequence of phonemes has produced a new word.
The set of words, ranked by their combined phoneme and FST (i.e. language model) score, is provided
to the user (or the automated evaluation procedure shown in Evaluation), and the user selects one. See
main text for details.
input: decoder FST, fst; per-frame label probabilities, Φ.
⊲ root search state: 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 = 0, empty phoneme and word strings, initial FST state and path weight = 0, non-frozen.
fringe← [root search state]
𝜙 ← {(phonemes = ‘’, 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 = 0) → (𝑝𝑏 = 1, 𝑝𝑛𝑏 = 0)}
result← []
for each word position 𝑤 = 1, 2, . . . do
while non-frozen search state exists in fringe do
(fringe, 𝜙) ← ExpandFringe(fringe, 𝜙 , Φ, fst)
From fringe, build word candidates list sorted by score
word, stop← InteractionPoint(candidates)
if stop then break
result← result + word
Keep fringe search states with word at position 𝑤
The outermost loop of the search procedure (Algorithm 1) iterates over word positions. The first
iteration thus finds a set of candidates for the first word. At the end of this loop, all search states will
be in an FST accepting state and will have output exactly one word, as illustrated in Figure 1. Finally,
all search states that do not end in the word selected by the user are removed. In other words, all
search states will now end in the word that the user selected. Thus, at the beginning and ending of the
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outermost loop, all search states contain identical word sequences, but potentially different phoneme
sequences, 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 , and FST states.
Algorithm 2 Expand fringe by one CTC timestep. This procedure steps each non-frozen search state by
one CTC timestep, some ways of which will result a new phoneme. If so, this phoneme along with each
of the current FST states are input to the FST to get a new set of states.
⊲ Expands each non-frozen search state by one CTC timestep, updating CTC phoneme probabilities stored in 𝜙 .
function ExpandFringe(fringe, 𝜙 , Φ, fst)
fringe′← {}
for each non-frozen state in fringe do
phonemes left as-is, advance 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 , update 𝜙 using Φ
for each phoneme 𝑝 do
Extend phonemes by 𝑝 advance 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 ,
update 𝜙 using Φ, add to fringe′
new_fst_states← Feed 𝑝 into fst and
stop at accepting states
for each fst_state in new_fst_states do
Construct new search state, new_search_state
if fst_state is accepting state then
freeze new new_search_state
Add new new_search_state to fringe′
return (𝑘 best search states in fringe′), 𝜙
Inside this loop, we expand each search state in the fringe by one CTC timestep in a round-robin
fashion (Algorithm 2). Each search state is extended by every possible phoneme and advanced by one
CTC timestep, and also left with its phoneme string untouched and advanced by one CTC timestep. For
each of these extensions, zero or more FST states will be produced; one search state is produced for each.
If the expansion of a search state results in a word being output, it is frozen and no longer participates in
expansions. Once the whole fringe is frozen, we stop expanding and insert an interaction point.
As with CTC beam search, we keep track of two quantities for a phoneme sequence at time 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 : 𝑝𝑏 ,
the probability of the model outputting the phoneme sequence in 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 timesteps and the last timestep
outputting a blank symbol, and 𝑝𝑛𝑏 , the probability of the model outputting the phoneme sequence in
𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 timesteps and the last timestep outputting the final phoneme in the sequence (not blank). Keeping
these quantities separate facilitates incremental extension of phoneme sequences. The probability of
observing a phoneme sequence up to 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 is 𝑝𝑏 + 𝑝𝑛𝑏 . The update formulas computing (𝑝𝑏, 𝑝𝑛𝑏) at
timestep 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 + 1 from 𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶 follow the same equations as presented in Graves and Jaitly [17], which can
be thought of as a rough approximation to marginalizing out the alignment. As multiple search states
may share the same phoneme sequence, we store these using a hashtable keyed by (phoneme sequence,
𝑡𝐶𝑇𝐶). For numerical stability, all operations are performed with log probabilities.
After each round-robin expansion of the search states, we prune to retain a constant number of best
search states, as in beam search. The score of a search state, used for ranking and pruning, is defined as
− log(𝑝𝑏 + 𝑝𝑛𝑏) + FST path weight.
Evaluation
Following Shillingford et al. [2], we train the V2P CTC model on the data from the paper as described.
We then construct a small decoder FST with a word-level bigram language model with Kneser-Ney
smoothing and a vocabulary of 10,000 words [19]. The language model was trained on the training set
transcripts in LSVSR. As we only want to generate word candidate lists, and due to experimental time
constraints, we only show results on a small language model. A larger language model could improve
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the positional ranking of the correct word. We correspondingly subset the test set of Shillingford et al.
[2] to only the utterances that fit in this vocabulary. We give the top 100 candidates at each interaction
point, and expand up to 20 FST states per phoneme, and prune the fringe to the top 200 after expansion.
We define an oracle that, at each interaction point, decides which word to select based on the
ground-truth transcript. The oracle is defined to mimic a human inputting text and can take 3 actions:
• If the word candidate list contains the current word in the transcript, the oracle selects it (Found
current).
• If the list contains the next word but not the current one, the oracle selects that (Found next).
That is, if the current word intended to be input is not found, it is skipped and the next intended
word is selected instead if present.
• If neither the current nor the next word exist in the candidate list, the oracle picks the best scoring
one (Not found).
The last strategy is necessary to allow the search procedure to continue even if the correct word is not
present. The oracle terminates when no words remain in the transcript.
To evaluate the method, we count the number of times each oracle action is executed. The counts and
proportions of success are shown in Table 1. The oracle successfully selects a word from the transcript
82.3% of the time. We also measure the number of times the oracle selects a word besides the first one in
the candidate list, suggesting the utility of interaction points and selecting from a candidate list instead
of merely always picking the highest-probability word (Success rate excl. first).
Oracle action Count %
Not found 410 14.4%
Found current 2097 73.4%
Found next 254 8.9%
Success rate excl. first 1514 53.0%
Success rate 2351 82.3%
Table 1 | Oracle actions, across 2857 interaction points. Of these, in 96 cases not counted, the last word
in the utterance was not found.
We also measure the distribution of rank of the candidate words. That is, when a word is selected, at
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Figure 2 | Distribution of selected candidate indices.
Finally, we also measure the word error rate (WER) of the predictions produced with interactive
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decoding using the oracle, and compare against regular decoding using the same decoder FST. For
reference, we also include the performance of a large 5-gram LM (as described in Shillingford et al. [2])
on the same data.
Decoding method WER
Standard (10k bigram LM) 62.4%
Standard (5-gram LM) 44.5%
Interactive (10k bigram LM) 33.9%
Table 2 | WER comparison, ‘Interactive’ denotes interactive decoding with the oracle, and ‘Standard’
denotes CTC beam search with the FST.
Conclusions
We presented a novel method for interactively decoding word sequences from visual speech recognition
models. Specifically, we described how to perform a word-level search from a phoneme-level CTC model,
i.e. where the outer loop is over word positions, and used this to insert interaction points after each
word. We performed an automated evaluation of this procedure, which showed its promise for use in
silent speech input applications.
Future work improving the quality of these results includes scaling to a larger language model, and
incorporating context following the word we are about to select. Furthermore, it is useful to automatically
decide when an interaction point is necessary and when we are sufficiently confident that the top word
is correct. Initial results showed that thresholding the score gap between the best and second-best
word candidates works well. Finally, as emphasized in this work, word-level synchronization is a useful
property for interactive decoding. This nested beam search for word-synchronized decoding from
phoneme-level models can also be applied to decoding words from grapheme-level or wordpiece-level
models.
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